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� Introduction

Because of the exponential growth of software size over the years� the major
issues of maintenance and veri�cation have become very di�cult problems� One
of the sub�problems of adaptability we are aiming to address in this paper is
that of substitutability� given a system containing a component A� we want to
able to tell if we can �safely� replace component A by a new component B�
By �safely�� we mean that we need to preserve some set of properties for the
new resulting system� So we tackle the problem by �rst modelling the system
and its components with a component	object�oriented language� and then by
checking whether component B
s model satis�es some set of properties ��type��
we might be interested in� For this� we may de�ne an appropriate notion of
subtyping by saying that component B
s type is a subtype of component A
s
type i it satis�es the set of properties mentionned above�

One of the main di�culties is to �nd a compromise between the kind and
number of propreties we want to guarantee and the practical utility of our
notion of subtyping� On the one hand� strict subtyping relations can ensure
signi�cant properties over the system behaviour� but may be di�cult to put
into practice� in most cases� they impose restrictions we do not need� and
therefore they are often hard� let alone impossible� to thoroughly check� An
example of these relations is the notion of subtyping de�ned by Liskov ���� On
the other hand� weak relations � as the relation resulting from the application
of the inheritance mechanism � can easily be applied and checked� but result in
little to no guarantees over the system behaviour after substitution�

The aim of this work is to present an approach to try to work with weaker
subtype relations and preserve important properties� The idea is to de�ne
observers which will describe the way the system � or a set of clients � interacts
with a particular component� With this proposal� we can use subtyping relations
that take into account observable � and	or expected properties of components
� the components are dealt with as black boxes with some de�ned points of
interaction �for instance� methods�� The observer accounts for the context of
use of a component� Our idea here is to de�ne a subtype relation by an observer
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and a set of properties� We may therefore have as many subtype relations as
we want� thus making the de�nition �exible and practical� Substitutability� in
our opinion� depends on the context of use and the set of properties we are
interested in preserving�

The problem was �rst encountered using the CO�OPN �Concurrent Object�
Oriented Petri Nets� ��� speci�cation language� which is basically an object�
oriented formalism allowing for concurrency� distribution� and synchronizations
between objects� We decided to formally de�ne our notion of subtyping and
observation on a more general component�oriented formalism� so as to enlarge
its scope of use�

The �rst part of this paper is the formal de�nition of our component�oriented
formalism� It is important to note that the aim here is not to build models of
a system� but rather to study properties of given components and systems� We
de�ne the notion of observational subtyping in the second part of the paper�
and then conclude and explain the work still to be done in the last part� We
will illustrate our discussion along the way with a small buer example�

� De�nitions and Notations for a General For�

malism

In this section we give some notations and de�nitions relative to the general
object�oriented formalism in which we will be working�

��� Concepts

Components A component is considered as an independent entity composed
of an internal state and which provides some services to the exterior�
The only way to interact with an object is to ask for its services� the
internal state is then protected against uncontrolled accesses� but services
provided by an object may alter its internal state� Our point of view is
that encapsulation is an essential feature of object�orientation and there
should be no way of violating it� The call of one of a component
s services
is called an event�

Component Composition An component composition is characterized as an
arrangement of a set of components together with the way they can in�
teract� In our approach� two components can interact if there is� at least�
one way to synchronize their elements �available and required services��
We say that a component composition de�nes a new component� that
can be rearranged with other components to form a new one� and so on�
Sometimes� we prefer to call a component a system of components�

Concurrency In our formalism� each component possesses its own behaviour
and concurrently evolves with the others�

Component Identity Each component has an identity� which is also called a
component identi�er� and may be used as a reference� Moreover� once the
kind of properties which interest us and the context �in terms of the other
components of a system� are given� a type �set of properties� is explicitly
associated with each component�
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��� Syntax and Semantics of Data Structures

In speci�cations� algebraic abstract data types are adopted for the description of
values� In this section� we will de�ne the syntax and semantic of data structures
as a way to describe data values� and see how we can use these speci�cations
to de�nie the algebras on which our components
 states will be de�ned� So the
aim of the �rst section is simply to de�ne what we call a ��algebra�

����� Syntax of the data structures

For the following de�nitions� we consider an universe which includes the two
following disjoint sets� S� the set of all sort names and F� the set of all function
names�

De�nition ��� �S�Sorted Set� Let S � S be a �nite set� A S�sorted set A
is a disjoint union of a family of sets indexed by S �A �

S
s�S As�� noted as

A � �As�s�S�

De�nition ��� �Signature� A signature is a couple � � hS� F i� where S � S

is a �nite set of sorts and F � �Fw�s�w�S��s�S is a �S��S��sorted set of function
names of F� Each f � F��s is called a constant�

Let us give an example� Let S be fNaturalsg�
Then A � �ANaturals� � ��� �� �� ����� We may then consider the addition

function� ���� FNaturalsNaturals�Naturals�

De�nition ��� �Terms of a Signature� Let � � hS� F i be a signature and
X be a S�sorted set of variables� The set of terms of � over X is a S�sorted set
T��X � where each set �T��X �s is inductively de�ned as follows�

� each variable x � Xs is a term with the sort s� i�e�� x � �T��X�s

� each constant f � F��s is a term with the sort s� i�e�� f � �T��X�s

� for all operations that are not a constant f � Fw�s� with w � s� � � � sn� and
for all n�tuple of terms �t� � � � tn� such that all ti � �T��X�si �� � i � n��
f�t� � � � tn� � �T��X�s

De�nition ��	 �Axioms� Let � � hS� F i be a signature and X be a S�sorted
set of variables� The axioms are equations� t � t� such that t� t� � �T��X�s�
s � S� are terms with the same sort�

De�nition ��
 �algebraic speci�cation� A many sorted algebraic speci�ca�
tion spec � hS� F�AXi is a signature extended by a collection of axioms AX�

����� Semantics of the data structures

For this section� let � � hS� F i be a complete signature�

De�nition ��� ���Algebra� A ��algebra is a couple A � hD�Oi� in which D
is a S�sorted set of values �D � Ds� � � � � �Dsn� and O is a set of functions�
such that for each function name f � Fw�s� w � s� � � � sn there is a function
fA � O� de�ned as fA � Ds� � � � ��Dsn � Ds�

�This is a simpli�ed version of the Horn Closes�
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De�nition ��� �Interpretation of Variables� Let A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra
and X be a S�sorted set of variables� An interpretation from X into D is a
function � � X � D� such that� for each s � S� if x � Xs then ��x� � Ds�

De�nition �� �Evaluation of a Term� Let A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra and
X be a S�sorted set of variables� An evaluation of a term t � T��X w�r�t� an
interpretation �� written as ��t��A� � is inductively de�ned as follows�

� if t is a variable then ��t��A� � ��t�

� if t is a constant� i�e� t is in the form f � then ��t��A� � fA

� if t is in the form f�t� � � � tn�� where t� � � � tn are terms and f � F � then
��t��A� � fA���t���

A
� � � � ��tn��

A
� ��

De�nition ��� �Validity of an Equation� Let X be a S�sorted set of vari�
ables and t� t� � T��X be two terms� An equation t � t� is valid in a ��algebra
A if and only if� for any interpretation of variables �� ��t��A� � ��t���A� �

De�nition ���� �Model� A ��algebra A is a model to a spec � hS� F�AXi
if and only if all equations in AX are valid in A�

��� Component Model

In this section� we present the formal de�nition of our component model syn�
tax and semantics� as well as the semantics of operations such as component
composition�

����� Components

The syntactic part of the components is composed by an interface and a set of
attributes�

The notion of component interface supports the description of the component
entities that are responsible for the communication with the external environ�
ment� These entities are the available methods � services � and the gates �
required services�

De�nition ���� �Interface� Let � � hS� F i be a signature and C be a set of
component names� An interface� based on both a signature � and the set C� is
a tuple I � hM�Gi� in which M is a C � S��sorted set of method names and G
is a C � S��sorted set of gate names�

The following de�nition of set Events is later used to characterize the local
events of an component�

De�nition ���� �Events� Let � � hS� F i be a signature� A � hD�Oi be
a ��algebra� C be a set of component names� M be a C � S��sorted set of
method names and G be a C � S��sorted set of gate names� The set of events
EventsA�C�M�G can be recursively built together with the set GateExprA�C�G�
They are the least sets such that�

� �o � C��g � Go�s����� �sn ��di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n�
o�g�d�� � � � � dn� � GateExprA�C�G
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� �x� x� � GateExprA�C�G��op � fk� ���	g� x op x� � GateExprA�C�G

� �o � C��m � Mo�s����� �sn ��di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n� o�m�d�� � � � � dn� �
EventsA�C�M�G

� �o � C��m �Mo�s����� �sn ��di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n��x � GateExprA�C�G�
o�m�d�� � � � � dn� with x � EventsA�C�M�G

� �e� e� � EventsA�C�M�G��op � fk� ���	g� e op e� � EventsA�C�M�G

Then� a local event can be described as �i� a simple method call � for ex�
ample� o��m��a�� a�� �� �ii� a synchronisation between a method call and an ex�
pression composed by gate names � for example� o��m��a�� a�� with o��g��a��
or �o��m��a�� a�� with o��g��a���ko��g��a�� � or �iii� a complex expression �
for example� o��m��a�� a�� 	 �o��m��a�� a�� with o��g��a���� The expressions
composed by gate names and complex expressions of events are built with the
operators�

� �k� for the occurrence in parallel �in the Petri net sense��

� ���� for the occurrence in sequence� and

� �	� for the non�deterministic occurence�

Occurence in parallel �in the Petri net sense� refers to simultaneous oc�
curence of events with simultaneous access to ressources� and where each event
may not use ressources simultaneously created by the other one�s�� We can ex�
plain the intended meaning of event expressions as follows� The with synchro�
nisation links a furnished service �a method� to a set of required services �gates��
For example� the observable event �o��m��a�� a�� with o��g��a��ko��g��a���
represents the parallel synchronization of the method m� of a component o�
with both gates g� and g� of this same component� There are two simultaneous
required services calls when the o��m� service is called�

Next� we de�ne set States of all possible states of a set of attributes� Set
States is useful in the description of component behaviour�

De�nition ���� �States of a Set of Attributes� Let � � hS� F i be a sig�
nature� A � hD�Oi a ��algebra and B a S�sorted set of attributes� The set of
states StatesA�B� of set B is built as follows�

� � � StatesA�B� represents the absence of attributes�

� �s � S��b � Bs��d � Ds� �b� d� � StatesA�B� represents the presence of
an element in an attribute b�

� �e� e� � StatesA�B�� e k e� � StatesA�B� represents the availability of two
sets of ressources simultaneously in a state�

De�nition ���	 �State Equivalence� State equivalence� noted 
� is the equiv�
alence relation on StatesA�B� de�ned by�

� �e� e�� e�� � StatesA�B�� e 
 e� � e k e�� 
 e� k e��

� �e� e�� e�� � StatesA�B�� �e k e�� k e�� 
 e k �e� k e����
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Please note that in what follows� by making an abuse in the notations� we
shall write StatesA�B� instead of StatesA�B���� Also note that here� the k
symbol does not have the same meaning as before� It is now simultaneous
availability of ressources� whereas it meant simultaneous occurence of event in
the previous context� In what follows� this symbol
s signi�cation will depend on
its context�

A property resulting from the above de�nition is that k preserves the asso�
ciativity in StatesA�B�� i�e� �e� e�� e�� � StatesA�B�� �e k e�� k e�� 
 e k �e� k e����

Example ��� The set of states StatesA�B� related to an algebra A with the
set of values restricted to one possible value Blacktoken � f�g and the set of
attributes B restricted to just one attribute B � fbg of sort Blacktoken is�

StatesA�B� � f�� �b���� �b���k�b���� �b���k�b���k�b���� � � �g

At this point� we have de�ned all the needed elements to express what we
mean by a component�

De�nition ���
 �Components� Let � � hS� F i be a signature� A � hD�Oi
be a ��algebra and C be a set of component names� A component is a tuple
hc� Ic� Bc� T ransci� in which�

� c � C is its name�

� Ic � hMc� Gci is its interface� s�t� Mc and Gc are two fcg � S��sorted
sets�

� Bc is a S�sorted set of attribute names�

� Transc � StatesA�Bc��EventsA�fcg�Mc�Gc
� StatesA�Bc� is the labelled

transition system that de�nes the component semantics� A triple hs� e� s�i �

Transc is noted s
e
� s��

We can see in Figure � the illustration of a component c�� whose interface is
composed of methods m� and m� and gates g� and g�� We use black and white
rectangles to illustrate respectively methods and gates�

m 1
c 1 m 2

g

g

1

2

Figure �� Illustration of a component with two methods and two gates

In Figure �� we can see a detail of an internal synchronization of component
c� �in fact� a possible local event�� m� with g�kg�� This internal synchroniza�
tion is shown in the component semantics depicted in Figure ��

However� transition system Transc� does not contain the complete seman�
tics of component c�� It is necessary to complete it in order to cope with
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m1
c 1

1

2

m

g

g

2

||

Figure �� The method m� are synchronised with the occurrence in parallel of
the gates g� and g��

m with g || g1 1 2

m 2

Trans
1

ε (b,@)

c

Figure �� Labelled transition system of the component o�� illustrated in Figure ��

both the multisets of states � �b���k�b���
m�� �b���� for example � and the

occurrence in parallel �k�� in sequence ���� and non�deterministic �	� of events

� �b���k�b���
m�km�

� �� for example� For coping with multisets of states� we
de�ne the CompMono operation that completes a transition system with the
semantics related to multisets� We also de�ne the operation Closure that com�
pletes a transition system with the transitions related to events in sequence� in
parallel and non�deterministic�

The reason why we have chosen not to put the complete semantics of the
component in its de�nition �in Transc�� is that implicitly� the semantics of the
absorption of resources is seen as an extension of the basic semantics of methods
and gates�

De�nition ���� �CompMono� Let � � hS� F i be a signature� A � hD�Oi be
a ��algebra� B be a S�sorted set of attributes� C be a set of component names�
M be a C � S��sorted set of method names� G be a C � S��sorted set of gate
names and Trans � StatesA�B� � EventsA�C�M�G � StatesA�B� be a labelled
transition system�

CompMonoA�B � StatesA�B��EventsA�C�M�G�StatesA�B� �� StatesA�B��
EventsA�C�M�G � StatesA�B� is s�t�

CompMonoA�B�Trans� is the labelled transition system inductively de�ned
as follows�

s
a
� s� � Trans

s
a
� s� � CompMonoA�B�Trans�

inclusion
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s
a
� s� � Trans� t � StatesA�B�

skt
a
� s�kt � ComMonoA�B�Trans�

multisets

In Figure �� we can see the result of the application of CompMono on the
transition system Transo� depicted in Figure ��

m with g || g1 1 2

m 2

m with g || g1 1 2

m 2

m with g || g1 1 2

m 2

c1

ε (b,@) (b,@)||(b,@) (b,@)||(b,@)||(b,@)

CompMono(Trans  )

Figure �� CompMono�Transc���

De�nition ���� �Closure� Let � � hS� F i be a signature� A � hD�Oi be a
��algebra� B be a S�sorted set of attributes� C be a set of component names� M
be a C �S��sorted set of method names� G be a C �S��sorted set of gate names
and Trans � StatesA�B��EventsA�C�M�G�StatesA�B� be a labelled transition
system�

Closure � StatesA�B� � EventsA�C�M�G � StatesA�B� �� StatesA�B� �
EventsA�C�M�G � StatesA�B� is s�t�

Closure�Trans� is inductively de�ned as follows�

s
a
� s� � Trans

s
a
� s� � Closure�Trans�

include

s
a
� s� � Closure�Trans�� s�

b
� s�� � Closure�Trans�

s
a��b
� s�� � Closure�Trans�

seq

s
a
� s� � Closure�Trans�� t

b
� t� � Closure�Trans�

skt
akb
� s�kt� � Closure�Trans�

paral

s
a
� s� � Closure�Trans�

s
a�b
� s� � Closure�Trans�

alt�

s
b
� s� � Closure�Trans�

s
a�b
� s� � Closure�Trans�

alt�
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For example� the application of Closure on the transition system Tc� �Fig�

ure �� extends it with the inclusion of arcs �b���
m����m� with g�kg��

� �b��� and

�b���k�b���
m�km�

� �� among others�
Then� with this two operations� we can de�ne the complete semantics of

a component� As a remark� let us just point out the fact that operators
Compmono and Closure are both idempotent�

De�nition ��� �Complete Semantics of a Component� Let � � hS� F i
be a signature� A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra and hc� Ic� Bc� T ransci be a compo�
nent�

The complete semantics of the component c is the transition system Semc �
StatesA�Bc��EventsA�fcg�Mc�Gc

� StatesA�Bc�� de�ned as�

Semc � Closure�CompMono�Transc��

Let us now see an example �in Figure ��� Let B� be a buer with a capacity
of two� Let us assume that the producer only produces one kind of unit��� The
buer has two methods put and get� two gates failput and failget called if the
buer cannot provide the put and get services� and one attribute o containing
the units� The dashed arrows represent internal synchronizations� Figure � also
depicts a part of Transb�� In the semantics shown� all states are shown �as the
buer
s capacity is of two�� but there are in fact in�nitely more arcs �some of
which have been represented using a dashed arrow�� For instance� we have an arc
from state ��� to state ����� labelled by put k �put k �put with failput���

getput

o

failget

failput

o:(−,−) o:(@,−)

o:(−,@) o:(@,@)

put

put put || put

put
get

get

putget with failget

put with failputB1

Figure �� The buer example and part of its semantics

����� Component Composition

In this section� we cope with the creation of new components through the com�
position of other pre�existing ones� This operation requires� beyond the set of
components to be composed� a new interface �in fact� a restriction on the union
of the interfaces of the basic components� and the way the components are con�
nected� In the language we de�ne in this work� to connect components means to
synchronize some of their interface elements� Then� some component outputs
�gates� are synchronized with some component inputs �methods�� and this is
described by the means of synchronization expressions�

De�nition ���� �Synchronization Expressions� Let � � hS� F i be a sig�
nature� A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra� C be a set of component names� M be a
C �S��sorted set of method names and G be a C �S��sorted set of gate names�

Sets ExprSyncA�C�M�G and MethodExprA�C�M are the least sets such that�

 



� �o � C��m �Mo�s����� �sn ��di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n�
o�m�d�� � � � � dn� �MethodExprA�C�M

� �x� x� �MethodExprA�C�M ��op � fk� ���	g�
x op x� �MethodExprA�C�M

� �o � C��g � Go�s����� �sn ��di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n��x �MethodExprA�C�M �
oi�g�d�� � � � � dn� with x � ExprSyncA�C�M�G

ExprSyncA�C�M�G is called the set of synchronisation expressions�

Note that in what follows� given e � ExprSyncA�C�M�G we will note Gatese
the set of gates appearing on the left of the with in the elements of e�

The idea is that a synchronization expression connects a component gate to a
set of component methods� by the means of the with synchronization� The set
of operators fk� ���	g is used to construct the method expressionsMethodExpr
in the same way it is used to construct GateExpr in the de�nition of Events�

As an example� in Figure � gives an example with a system composed
by two components c� and c�� connected by the set of expressions Expr �
fc��g� with c��m�� c��g� with c��m�g� Then� gate c��g� may be synchronized�

with the method c��m�� as well as c��g� and c��m�� To make this composition
complete� we would need also to de�ne a new interface�

m3 m4

g1

m2m1

g2

1c 2c

Figure �� The composition of the two components c� and c� through the syn�
chronization expressions c��g� with c��m� and c��g� with c��m��

In order to obtain the semantics of the new component� we have to apply a
sequence of operations on the semantics of each of its composing components�
In Figure �� we �nd an illustration of this process�

INTERFACE
FILTER

SYNCHRONISATION
EXPRESSIONS

SOLUTION
UNION

Promotes encapsulation
in a composed way

Solves the synchronization
between components

(to solve gates)

Keeps the individual
behavior of each component

Figure �� Steps to obtain the semantics of a composed component

�We allow that distinct expressions can be associated to the same gate�
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Union

With the union of the semantics of each component in the composition� we aim
to compose an initial transition system �noted as �U � that takes into account
the combination of the composing components states�

De�nition ���� �Transition Systems Union� Let � � hS� F i be a signa�
ture� A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra� Trans � fTrans�� � � � � T ransng be a set of la�
belled transition systems and for each transition system Transi � StatesA�Bi��
Ei � StatesA�Bi�� Bi is a set of attributes and Ei is a set of labels�

The union of the transition systems elements of Trans� which we shall noteU
��i�n Transi � StatesA�

S
��i�nBi��

S
��i�n Ei � StatesA�

S
��i�nBi� is a

labelled transition system� s�t��

�

��i�n

Transi � CompMono�
�

��i�n

Transi�

For example� the Figure  shows the transition system obtained by the union
of the transitions Transc� and Transc� � illustrated in the Figure ��

m 4

m 5

m 3
Trans

3
Trans

2

m 2

e

m 1

e’

f’’

f’

fc c

Figure �� The transition systems of two components c� and c��

m 2
1m 

1m 

1m 

m 2

m 2

m 3

m 5

m 3
m 5

m 4 m 4

e||f

e||f’’

e’||f

e’||f’’

e’||f’e||f’

Figure  � The union of Transc� and Transc� �

Synchronization Expressions Solution

The goal of the second step� the synchronization expressions solution� is to add
the transitions relative to the synchronisation expressions� The idea is to solve
the links between the gates and the methods described through the expressions�
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Intuitively� we have to re�ect the fact that the eects of a synchronized event
can also be assigned to the initial event� i�e�� to the event that starts the syn�
chronization �a method�� As a result� we obtain a transition system �noted as
�S� that de�nes the internal behaviour of the new component�

We use a set of gradual examples to properly explain this step� For each
new example� we show a more complete inference rule for the new transitions
to be added� To simplify things� we consider just fragments of a toy example�

First of all� we have to consider that each transition in �U is also in �S �
i�e��

s
a
�U s�

s
a
�S s�

include

Therefore� the autonomy of the basic components is preserved in the new
one�

The �rst example� used to explain the general idea� is showed in Figure ����
In this example� we have a system composed by two components� c� and c� that
are connected by the expression hg� with m�i� i�e�� gate g� of component c� may
be synchronized with method m� of component c�� Moreover� the picture shows
that� internally to component c�� gate g� is synchronized with the occurrence of
method m�

�� Then� we have to include into the system semantics a transition
which label is the initial event m� and the eect is the same of the eventual
parallelism between the synchronisation hm� with g�i and the method m�� In
the Figure ��� we can see such a process� applied to some fragments of the o� and
o� behaviours� The idea is that an occurrence of m� can hide a synchronisation
with m��

m3 m4

g2

g1

m2m1

c 1 2c

Figure ��� Composition of components c� and c�
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1 3
Expr={g  with m }

e||f

e’||f’

SEe

e’

c 1

Solution

2
f

f’

c

Figure ��� Synchronization solution

�To simplify� we avoid writing o�m when refer to method m of component o when the
context is clear� For coherence reasons� each method and gate in the examples have a unique
name in the system�

�There is no behaviour associated just to gates� So� every gate is internally linked to at
least a method�
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We can now write the following inference rule�

s
m with g
�S s�� t

m�

�S t�� g with m� � Expr

skt
m
�S s�kt�

simplegatesolutions

However� this rule is not enough to handle all the potential synchronization
occurrences� that can involve more complex expressions�

For example� in the Figure ��� we can distinguish two synchronization ex�
pressions� hg� with m�i and hg� with m�i related to two gates� g� and g�� that
are � in component c� � synchronized with the same method� m�� Then� an oc�
currence of m� can hide a synchronization with both m� and m�� To obtain the
proper result for this synchronization� we need a way to relate the expressions
g�kg� and m�km��

m3 m4

g1

m2m1

g2

m3 3g11m with 4m ||m2||g m 1m4

e||f||g

e’||f’||g’c

1
SEf

c

f’2

2
g

g’

Solution

1
Expr={g  with m ,g  with m

3 2 4
}

f||g

f’||g’e’

e

1 c

c

Figure ��� More complex synchronization solution

We could use a hypothetical relation SyncEvSubExpr�G�M that would asso�
ciate a gate expression on G to a method expression on M w�r�t� the set of
synchronization expressions Expr� In the example of Figure ��� we would have
hg�kg��m�km�i � SyncEvSubExpr�G�M �

An inference rule that would take into account the relation SyncEvSubExpr�G�M
could be�

s
m with x
�S s�� t

y
�S t�� hx� yi � SyncEvSubExpr�G�M

skt
m
�S s�kt�

incompletegatesolution

So� for the example of Figure ��� we would have the following deduction�

s
m� with g�kg�

�S s�� t
m�km�

�S t�� hg�kg��m�km�i � SyncEvSubExpr�G�M

skt
m��S s�kt�

The problem is that� sometimes� the compatibility between a gate expres�
sion x and a method expression y is not total� As an example� in Figure ���
expressions g�kg� and m� are partially compatible� because from them and the
synchronization expressions Expr we can only solve gate g�� Gate g� can then
be solved in the future by another synchronization expression� either internally�
w�r�t� the composition between components c� and c�� or externally� with other
components� Then� to solve such a kind of partial compatibility between ex�
pressions� we have to take into account the remainder gate expression� i�e�� the
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1m with g2 1m with g1
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Figure ��� Remainder gate expression example �

residue of a solution operation �g� in the example above�� The eect of the
partial solution of that example is illustrated in Figure ���

Another example of a remainder gate expression is depicted in Figure ���
In this new example� we have a synchronization expression� hg� with m�km�i�
that connects gate g� to method m� �together with method m��� which is inter�
nally synchronized with gate g�� Then� when we solve the link hg� � m�i� we
have to synchronize the method m� with the gate g�� So� the gate expression g�
is partially compatible with the method expression �m� with g��km� and the
remainder of the solution is the expression g��

m3 m4

g1

m2m1

g2

g11m with m  with g3 3 m4 m4 3m  with g1m  with g ||3

3

3
g

SE
2

2

1
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}

c
f||g

f’||g’

e

e’

f

f’ g’

g

Solution

1

c

e||f||g

e’||f’||g’

c

1 c

Figure ��� Remainder gate expression example �

So� we have to extend relation SyncEvSub in order to cope with the remain�
der gate expression� The actual relation SyncEvSub links the gate expressions�
the event expressions and the remainder gate expressions� For the example
of Figure ��� we have hg�kg��m�� g�i� hg�kg��m�� g�i � SyncEvSub� For the
example of Figure ��� we have hg�� �m� with g��km�� g�i � SyncEvSub�

Before we present the de�nition of relation SyncEvSub� we need to de�ne
the auxiliary relation AllSyncEvSub� This relation links three elements� a
method expression� a compatible event expression and the proper remainder gate
expression� For example� hm�km�� �m� with g��km�� g�i � AllSyncEvSub�

De�nition ���� �Relation AllSyncEvSub� Let � � hS� F i be a signature�
A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra� C be a set of component names� M be a C � S��
sorted set of method names and G be a C � S��sorted set of gate names�

AllSyncEvSubA�C�M�G �MethodExprA�C�M�EventsA�C�M�G�GateExprA�C�G
is inductively de�ned below� bearing in mind that we note x � y�z for hx� y� zi
in the relation�

c � C�m �Mc�s����� �sn � di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n

c�m�d�� � � � � dn�� c�m�d�� � � � � dn���
simplemethodsynchro
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c � C�m �Mc�s����� �sn � di � �D�si � i � �� � � � � n� z � GateExprA�C�G

c�m�d�� � � � � dn�� c�m�d�� � � � � dn� with z�z
synchmeth

x� y�z� x
� � y��z� � z �� �� z� �� �� op � fk� ���	g

x op x� � y op y��z op z�
compop

x� y�z� x
� � y���� op � fk� ���	g

x op x� � y op y��z� x
� op x� y� op y�z

compemptyop

Brie�y� the �rst rule means that simple synchronization does not produce
any residue� The second rule implies that a method with an unresolved synchro�
nization will keep the latter as residue� The third describes how to compose two
tuples of this relation� and so does the last one� but where one of the components
has no residue�

We now need a specialisation of this relation in order to cope with the Expr
variable in the composition�

De�nition ���� �Relation SyncEvSub� Let � � hS� F i be a signature� A �
hD�Oi be a ��algebra� C be a set of component names� M be a C � S��sorted
set of method names� G be a C � S��sorted set of gate names and Expr �
ExprSyncA�C�M�G be a set of synchronisation expressions�

SyncEvSubA�C�M�G�Expr � GateExprA�C�G�EventsA�C�M�G�GateExprA�C�G
is inductively de�ned below� As above� we will note x� y�z for hx� y� zi in the
relation�

g with x � Expr� x� y�z

g � y�z
sync

v � y�z� v
� � y��z� � z �� �� z� �� �� op � fk� ���	g

v op v� � y op y��z op z�
compop

v � y�z� v
� � y���� op � fk� ���	g

v op v� � y op y��z� v
� op v � y� op y�z

compemptyop

v � y�z� z �� �� op � fk� ���	g� v� � GateExprA�C�G

v op v� � y�z op v� � v
� op v � y�v� op z

enrich

v � y��� op � fk� ���	g� v
� � GateExprA�C�G

v op v� � y�v� � v� op v � y�v�
emptyenrich

The AllSyncEvSub relation describes all the potential arcs in the labelled
transition system resulting from the composition of several components� Then�
the SyncEvSub relation picks among these all the possible resolutions from
synchronizations speci�ed in the Expr synchronization expression� These two
relations are in fact syntactic� and it is now that the semantics come into play�
with the complete synchronization expression solution de�nition�
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De�nition ���� �Synchronization Expressions Solution� Let � � hS� F i
be a signature� A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra� C be a set of component names� M
be a C�S��sorted set of method names� G be a C �S��sorted set of gate names�
B be a set of attributes� Sem � StatesA�B�� EventsA�C�M�G � StatesA�B� be
a labelled transition system �noted �U� and Expr � ExprSyncA�C�M�G be a set
of synchronisation expressions�

SESolution � ExprSyncA�C�M�G�StatesA�B��EventsA�C�M�G�StatesA�B� ��
StatesA�B��EventsA�C�M�G � StatesA�B� is s�t��

SESolutionExpr�Sem� is inductively de�ned as follows�

s
a
�U s�

s
a
�S s�

include

s
m with x
�S s�� t

y
�S t�� x� y�z

skt
m with z
� S s�kt�

syncwithrest

s
m with x
�S s�� t

y
�S t�� x� y��

skt
m
�S s�kt�

syncwithoutrest

The �rst rule states that the synchronizations speci�ed in Expr have to be
included in the relation� The other rules are interpreted very much as in the
relation AllSyncEvSub� only now the base has changed a little according to
Expr�

Interface Filter

The objective of the last step in the process of the component composition
semantics construction� the interface �lter� is to improve the encapsulation�
This is done by eliminating or hiding the behaviour associated to the elements
not in the new interface� Then� this operation
s result is a new transition system�
noted �F � resulting from the �lter of �S w�r�t� the system interface�

De�nition ���	 �Interface Filter� Let � � hS� F i be a signature� A � hD�Oi
be a ��algebra� C be a set of component names� I � hM�Gi and Inew �
hMnew� Gnewi be two interfaces based on � and C� such that Mnew � M and
Gnew � G� B be a set of attributes and Sem � StatesA�B��EventsA�C�M�G �
StatesA�B� be a labelled transition system �noted �S��

IF ilterInew � StatesA�B��EventsA�C�M�G�StatesA�B� �� StatesA�B��
EventsA�C�Mnew�Gnew

�StatesA�B�� called the �lter of Sem w�r�t the new inter�
face Inew� is s�t��

IF ilterInew�Sem� �which transforms �S into �F �is inductively de�ned as
follows�

s
o�m�d������dn�
�S s��m �Mnew

s
o�m�d������dn�
�F s�

incl
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s
o�m�d������dn� with x

�S s��m �Mnew� x � GateExprA�C�Gnew

s
o�m�d������dn� with x

�F s�
gatekeep

Let us give an example of this� Suppose we have two arcs� labelled by
c��m�� c��m� with c��g� and c��m� with c��g� in the labelled transition system
we are considering� Let I � fc��m�� c��g�g be a new interface� Now suppose we
want to apply IF ilterI to the labelled transition system presented� The result�
ing labelled transition system will have a single arc labelled by c��m� with c��g��

Finally� we can de�ne the component composition�

De�nition ���
 �Component Composition� Let � � hS� F i be a signature�
A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra� C � fhc�� Ic� � Bc� � T ransc�i� � � � � hcn� Icn � Bcn � T ranscnig
be a set of components� in which Ici � hMci � Gcii is the interface of the com�
ponent ci and M �

S
��i�nMci and G �

S
��i�nGci are respectively the sets

of all method and gate names in C� Inew � hMnew� Gnewi be an interface� such
that Mnew �M and Gnew � G� Expr � ExprSyncA�C�M�G be a set of synchro�
nisation expressions	 and c be a component name�

The composition of the set of components C w�r�t� the interface Inew� the
set of synchronisation expressions Expr and the identi�er o is the component
ObjComp�C� Inew � Expr� c� � hc� Ic� Bc� T ransci� such that�

� Ic � Inew

� Bc � Bc� � � � � � Bcn

� Transc � IF ilterInew�SESolutionExpr�
U

��I�n Semc���

Note that we also use the following notation in what follows� s �I�Expr t �
ObjComp�fs� tg� I� Expr� c�� An example of composition is described in Figure
��� we compose the buer B� described above with another identical buer B��
The idea is that we can then have a buer with a capacity of four� The interface
of the new buer is fput�� get�� failput�� failget�g� the set of synchronization
expressions is ffailput� with put�� failget� with get�g� so that when the �rst
buer cannot provide the asked service� it relays to the second buer �but in a
hidden way��

� Observational Subtyping

In this section� we will de�ne our notion of typing and subtyping� We will �rst
give some basic de�nitions and de�ne what we call the type of a component�
then de�ne our general notion of subtyping� After that� we will give a practical
particular case of subtype relation and �nish with the buer example�

�We make a small abuse of notations and also note C the set of component names of C
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get1put1 get2put2

o2

failget2

failput2

failget1

failput1

put1 get1

B1 B2

failput2failget2

o1

Figure ��� An example of composition of two buers

��� Properties contexts and types

The main issue here is property preservation� So our notion of typing highly
depends on the kind of properties we are interested in� Therefore� we �rst de�ne
what we call a properties context� Please note that we will use the notations
de�ned in the previous sections� We will also use the buer example illustrated
in Figure ��

De�nition ��� �Properties context� Let C be a set of components� Let
�VC ����� be a ring� Let us call the elements of VC validation formulae� Let
j�C � C � VC �� ftrue� falseg be a function called the satisfaction relation� We
call Properties context a tuple hC� VC � j�Ci�

Intuitively� VC represents the set of all possible properties of the kind we
are interested in for a set of components C� An examples of such a set of
properties might be HML� �the Hennessy�Milner logic ��� extended to the
in�nite branching case ���� �� if we use branching based equivalence relation� It
might also simply be interface inclusion if we are only interested in the method
names in the interface�

In the buer example� the tuple hB�� HML��B��� j�B�
i is a possible prop�

erties context� with HML��B�� the set of properties on B� described by the
logic mentioned above� and j�B�

the natural satisfaction relation that goes with
it�

We may compose these properties contexts�

De�nition ��� �Properties context composition� Let � � hS� F i be a sig�
nature and A � hD�Oi be a ��algebra� Let hC�� VC�

� j�C�
i and hC�� VC�

� j�C�
i

be two properties contexts� Let M and G respectively be the set of all method and
gate names in C��C�� Let C� be a new name� Expr � ExprSyncA�C��C��M�G a
set of synchronization expressions� and I �M �G a new interface� The compo�
sition of the two properties contexts de�ned above with respect to C��Expr� and
I is the properties context hCompObj�C� � C�� I� Expr� C��� VC�

� j�C�
i� where�

� �VC�
����� is the smallest ring containing VC�

� VC�
�

� j�C�
� C� � VC�

�� ftrue� falseg�

This composition gives us a relation between VC��C�
and VC�

and VC�
� The

former is the union of all elements of the latters� and of all conjunctions and
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disjunctions of elements of these latters� Also please note that we have chosen
to have a general de�nition by not giving more detail on j�C�

� So satisfaction of
the new properties context restricted to one of the components may not be the
same as satisfaction on the component alone �for instance if we are interested
in comparative properties with other components�� If a part of hC�� VC�

� j�C�
i

satis�es a property� it may not do so anymore in hC�� VC�
� j�C�

i�
Coming back to the buer example� let us examine the component resulting

from the composition of two buers� as depicted in Figure ��� The new buer
B� now allows us to de�ne a new properties context hB�� HML��B��� j�B�

i�
As we have just noted� j�B�

restricted to the two composing buers is not j�B�

or j�B�
� Indeed� put���put� is now �rable�

We may now de�ne what we call the type of a component� In what follows�
we assume that we have a function C �� VC which� given a set of components�
gives us the set of all the properties of these components we might be interested
in� The Attrib function is also implicitely assumed to be given� We also use the
notations de�ned above�

De�nition ��� �Type of a component� Let pc � hC� VC � j�Ci be a proper�
ties context and c � C be a component� The type of c w�r�t� the properties
context pc is de�ned by� typepc�c� � fvf � VC�c j�C vfg�

Something which results from our de�nition is that the type of a components
depends on its context� We feel that the properties of a component may also
depend on the system it is embedded in� We also de�ne an equivalence relation
on these types�

De�nition ��	 �Type equivalence� Let pc � hC� VC � j�Ci be a properties
context and a� b � C be two components� Type equivalence w�r�t� pc �noted

pc� between components a and b is de�ned by�

�a 
pc b� �� �typepc�a� � typepc�b�� �� ��vf � VC � a j�C vf � b j�C

vf��

As an example� if we have chosen HML� ���� � as properties set� type equiv�
alence would be bisimulation �cf ������ Conversely� if we have chosen simple in�
terface inclusion� then type equivalence is simply interface equality �see Figure
�� below for an illustration�

STRONG

Type equivalence = bisimilarityType equivalence = interface equality

WEAK

V = Interface Inclusion V = HML

Figure ��� Type equivalence strength w�r�t� the set of properties chosen
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��� General subtype relation� De�nition and properties

We are now ready to de�ne subtyping in our component formalism� Let us �rst
remind us that our problem is that of substitutability� we want to know if we
may �safely� replace a component t by another component s in a system con�
taining the set of components C� �Safely� means that we want some properties
�vf � VC� to be preserved� But we also want to take into account the way the
system used to interact with �old� component t� So we are in fact interested in
proving that some sub�behaviour of s satis�es the properties vf �

We will �rst de�ne what we call an observation context �

De�nition ��
 �Observation context� An observation context is a tuple
h�� A� pc� ft� obstg� Expr� Ii s�t��

� � � hS� F i a signature and A � hD�Oi a ��algebra

� pc � hC� VC � j�Ci a properties context�

� t� obst � C two components� with t � ht� fMt� Gtg� Bt� T ransti and obst �
hobst� Iobst � Bobst � T ransobsti�

� M � Mobst �Mt and G � Gobst �Gt�

� Expr � ExprSyncA�fobst�tg�M�G a synchronization expression and I �
Iobst an interface�

This observation context represents the elements on which we are going to
de�ne subtyping� A set of possible properties� a set of components� and two
particular components and the way we compose them �via Expr and I�� We
are now ready to de�ne the general notion of subtyping�

De�nition ��� �Subtyping w�r�t� an observation context and a property�
Let us consider�

� ObsContt � h�� A� pc� ft� obstg� Expr� Ii an observation context with
pc � hC� VC � j�Ci� t � ht� It� Bt� T ransti�

� s � hs� Is� Bs� T ranssi � C a component s�t� It � Is�

� vf � VC a property �which may be the conjunction of a set of properties��

Subtyping of s w�r�t� t� ObsContt� and f � �noted s �ObsContt�f t� holds i��
�s �I�Expr obst� j�C vf � �t �I�Expr obst j�C vf��

We then say that s is a subtype of t or that it is substitutable for t w�r�t� to
observation context ObsContt and properties f �

So we see here that our notion of subtyping has another component �obst�
as parameter �via the observation context�� This parameter
s �rst role is to
�lter behaviours on which we do not need the f properties to be preserved�
we constrain the component behaviour to check� and then evaluate a validation
formula on the resulting behaviour� The idea is to interact only with the observer
component during the latter evaluation� As a result� we reduce the semantics
to check� This parameter may also add behaviours� and may �nally �lter some
of the feed�back calls �gate calls� from the component to check� Our aim is to
make the subtype relation as �exible as possible�

��



Note that the validation formula may express a property �or set of properties�
for a single observation context� as well as for several observation contexts �for
instance if we are comparing them�� Moreover� it may express property on the
several observer components�

We have the following coherence result�

Result � �Coherence result� Let us consider�

� pc � hC� VC � j�Ci a properties context�

� ObsConta � h�� A� pc� fa� obsag� Expr� Ii an observation context�

� b� c� d � C be three components�

� vf � VC a validation formula�

We then have�
�b �ObsConta�vf a� � �a 
pc c� � �b 
pc d��� �d �ObsConta�vf c�

We will now make some remarks on these subtype relations� First of all�
this subtype relation seems to be symetrical� this is not the case� Indeed� the
observation context and more speci�cally the observer component depends on
the supertype component and not on the subtype component�

Second� we can try to see if our subtype relation satis�es Hameurlain
s two
requirements ���� Compositionality and transitivity� The point here is that we
can satisfy them if we want to�

First of all� when the observation context is restrictive �meaning that� when
composed with a subtype component� it actually restricts its original semantics��
we get some form of compositionality which ful�lls the �rst requirement�

The second requirement is about transitivity� Now� as such� our relation is
not transitive� It is not a preorder relation� The reason for this is that we are
interested in a very particular problem� where we want to replace a component
s� by a new one s�� We are not interested in the problem where we want to
re�replace this new component s� by yet another one s�� Or if we are� we treat
it in a whole new context� because we feel that the problem environment has
changed� We are not interested in how the system interacted with the original
component s�� but in how it now interacts with s�� This makes us want to work
with another observation context �adapted to the new substitutability problem�
and so we are interested in a dierent subtyping relation� The reason for our not
having any transitivity is that we de�ne one subtyping relation per substitution
context� However� we may write� keeping the same notations as above�

Result � �Pseudo�transitivity� Let pc � hC� VC � j�Ci be a properties con�
text� and ObsConta � h�� A� pc� fa� obsag� Expr� Ii an observation context� Let
b� c � C be some components� vf � VC a validation formula� We then have�

�b �pc�ObsConta�vf a� � �c �pc�ObsConta�vf b� �� �c �pc�ObsConta�vf a�

This is only �pseudo�transitivity� as in the left part of the implication� we
have built an observer and observation context according to another component
a in c �C�ObsConta�vf b�

Let us now de�ne a form a hierarchy between these subtype relations�
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De�nition ��� �Subtype strength relation� Let us consider

� pc � hC� VC � j�Ci a properties context�

� ObsCont�t � h�� A� pc� ft� obs�tg� Expr�� Ii and
ObsCont�t � h�� A� pc� ft� obs�tg� Expr�� Ii two observation contexts

� f�� f� � VC two properties�

We say that �ObsCont�t�f� is stronger than �ObsCont�t�f� i��
Transobs�t�t � Transobs�t�t � ��f� � f�� � ��f � VC��f� � f� � f� � �f� �

f� � f��� 


Result � �Subtype strength relation property� The above relation is a pre�
order relation�

The idea here is that a subtype relation is stronger than an other one if its
properties or its associated observation context are more constraining�

We have now given our global de�nition of subtyping� and some global prop�
erties it satis�es� Let us now see a practical application of this de�nition�

��� Exterior system subtype relation

We will now give a particular example of observer component and observation
context� which �lters any method call� outside from the exterior world semantics
exactly� The situation is this� we want to replace a component c in a system
totSys which is the result of a composition of c with a RestSys component
�representing the rest of the system�� The idea is to build an observer which
we compose with a new candidate for c� and which will �simulate� RestSys
in the sense that it will �lter any behaviour RestSys could not have had� To
do this� we �rst need to de�ne two operators on gate and method expressions�
The idea is to build operators which transpose the behavioural restriction on
the transition system of RestSys to the transition system of c with which it is
composed� We will explain our de�nitions on the example illustrated in Figure
�� below� In this example� we will only depict part of the complete labelled
transition system of c��

De�nition �� �HideFilter operator w�r�t� an observation context� Let
ObsContc � h�� A� pc� fc� RestSysg� Expr� Ii be an observation context� Then
the operator HideF ilterObsContc � GateExprA�RestSys �� GateExprA�RestSys
is de�ned by�

� HideF ilterObsContc�g� � g if g � GatesExpr�

� HideF ilterObsContc�g� � � if g �� GatesExpr�

� HideF ilterObsContc�g op !g� � g op HideF ilterObsContc�!g� if g � GatesExpr�
op � f�� ��� kg�

� HideF ilterObsContc�g op !g� � HideF ilterObsContc�!g� if g �� GatesExpr� op �
f�� ��� kg�

�where we note	 obs
t�t � t �I�Expr� obs
t and obs�t�t � t �I�Expr� obs�t�
�Please note that we may also build an observer which �lters method calls from the exterior

world and gate calls from the observed component
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m1 m2 m3

g1

g2

g3

..

m4

m5

Expr={g1 with m4, g3 with (m4..m5)}

c1 c2

Figure ��� Example of two components to compose and a synchronization ex�
pression

What this operator does is simply �hide� on the labels of a labelled transition
system
s arcs gate names which are not in a given synchronization expression
Expr� Let us give an example� Figure �� below gives on the example of Figure
�� part of the complete labelled transition system of c� before and after the
application of this operator on its labels�

m3 with g3

m3 with (g1..g2)m2 with g2
m1 with g3

g3

g1

g3

HideFilter
ObsCont

Figure ��� Example of application of operator HideFilter on part of a labelled
transition system

So this �rst operator places us from the point of view of the events sent by a
component �via the gates�� Let us now see how this eects the transition system
of the component which receives these event calls�

De�nition ��� �SubsFilter operator w�r�t� an observation context� Let
ObsContc � h�� A� pc� fc� RestSysg� Expr� Ii be an observation context� Then
the operator SubsF ilterObsContc � HideF ilterObsContc�GateExprA�RestSys� ��
MethodExprA�c is de�ned by�

� SubsF ilterObsContc�g� � !m if g with !m � Expr�

� SubsF ilterObsContc�g� � � else�

� SubsF ilterObsContc�g op !g� � SubsF ilterObsContc�g� op SubsF ilterObsContc�!g��
op � f�� ��� kg�

We show the eect of this operator on the same example� Figure � shows the
result of applying this operator to the result of applying theHideF ilter operator
on part of the complete semantics of c�� So we see that it simply replaces
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g3

g1

g3

m4
m4..m5

m4..m5

SubsFilter
ObsCont

Figure � � Example of application of operator SubsFilter on part of a labelled
transition system already treated by HideFilter

the gates present in the synchronization expression Expr by the corresponding
method calls in c��

We are now ready to de�ne the exterior system observation context and the
exterior system subtype relation�

De�nition ���� �Exterior system observation context� Let ObsContc �
h�� A� pc� fc� RestSysg� Expr� Ii be an observation context� An exterior system
observation context w�r�t� ObsContc is an observation context ObsContcext �
h�� A� pc� fc� obsg� Expr�� I �i where obs � hobs� hMobs� Gobsi� Bobs� T ransobsi is
s�t��

� Iobs � Ic�

� Bobs � BRestSys�

� Transobs is the smallest set inductively de�ned by�

s
�m with �g
� s�� � TransRestSys

s
SubsFilterObsContc �HideFilterObsContc ��g��� s� � Transobs

extsystrans

Let us now explain the idea behind this de�nition� Taking our example back
again� we will de�ne an observer� which� according to Figure � � may only �re
m���m�� then only m�� and then m���m� and so on� This observer� composed
to c� �in this case� simulates the calls c� might do to c� by �ltering any other
behaviour� This is symbolically shown in Figure ��� where we have designed an
observer having the expected behavioural restriction via a Petri net� Here we
have not chosen to have Bobs � BRestSys for readability reasons� In Figure ���
we show how the observer component is connected to c���

g2

m4 m5

obs

g1

m4
m4..m5

m4..m5

2

2
3

3

Figure ��� Exterior system observer for c� according to behavioural constraints
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A small note here� Building an observer from a semantics or behavioural re�
striction is typically non�trivial� Some work is being conducted on this part� but
obviously� in the general case� this problem is undecidable� It may be impossible
to know how the rest of the system exactly interacts with the component� but
we can always make an approximation which guarantees that we will obtain a
sub�transition system which keeps enough �in the sense de�ned by our substitu�
tion purposes� properties of the original system� Note that observation makes
veri�cation easier� the labelled transition system on which we must verify a
property is only part of the component
s original labelled transition system�

g2

m4 m5

obs

g1
2

2
3

3

c2

m5

m4

Expr={g1 with m4, g3 with (m4..m5)}

Figure ��� Connected exterior system observer for c�

The reason why the method and gate names of the observer are also found
in component c is that � as we will see� in the subtype relation de�ned after
that� the composition of the observer with c and with the subtype component
is such that every method name in the observer is synchronized with the same
method name in the component� and the same goes for gates� This is how the
observer actually restricts the component
s behaviour�

So we also de�ne the notion of exterior system subtype relation�

De�nition ���� �Exterior system subtype relation� Let us consider�

� ObsContt � h�� A� pc� ft� RestSysg� Expr� Ii an observation context with
pc � hC� VC � j�Ci� t � ht� It� Bt� T ransti

� ObsContt�out � h�� A� pc� ft� obstg� Expr
�� I �i an exterior system observa�

tion context w�r�t� ObsContt s�t� Expr
� � fobst�m with t�mg�fobst�g with t�gg

�where m is a method name and g is a gate name��

� s � hs� Is� Bs� T ranssi � C a component s�t� It � Is�

� vf � VC a property �which may be the conjunction of a set of properties��

Then� the subtyping of s w�r�t� t� ObsContt�out� and vf is called exterior system
subtyping w�r�t� t� ObsContt� ObsContt�out� and vf �

So we want to substitute a new component for an old one in a system
totSys � ObjComp�ft� RestSysg� I� Expr�� We know how the �rest of the�
system RestSys used to interact with the old one t� and we know which prop�
erties we are interested in preserving� So this subtype relation corresponds to
substitutability for this context of use and for these properties�
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We may also want to prove properties on a restriction of the semantics
describing the way RestSys used to interact with t� This is what we will do
now�

In what follows� given hc� Ic� Bc� T ransci be a component and T � Transc
a sub�behaviour of c� we note c�T the component hc�T � Ic� Bc� T i�

Then� using the same notations as above� the �trivial� property which vali�
dates our notion of subtyping is�

Result 	 �Substitutability� Let us consider�

� ObsContt � h�� A� pc� ft� RestSys�Tg� Expr� Ii an observation context with
pc � hC� VC � j�Ci� t � ht� It� Bt� T ransti� and T � TransRestSys is some
sub�behaviour of RestSys�

� ObsConttext � h�� A� pc� ft� obstg� Expr
�� I �i an exterior system observa�

tion context w�r�t� ObsContt s�t� Expr
� � fobst�m with t�mg�fobst�g with t�gg

� s � hs� Is� Bs� T ranssi � C a component s�t� It � Is�

� vf � VC a property �which may be the conjunction of a set of properties��

Then we say that s is substitutable for t w�r�t� to properties vf and the context
of use T i�

�s �I�Expr obst� j�C vf � �t �I�Expr RestSys�T � j�C vf
In other words� in that case� subtyping is equivalent to substitutability�

��� Back to the bu�er example

Our problem is the following� we want to know if we may substitute a new buer
for the old buer in a given system �producer � consumer � buer� when�

� the rest of the system �producer � consumer� alternatively calls the put
and the get method of the buer�

� we are only interested in the property� �if the rest of the system puts an
element in the buer� it wants to be able to get it back some time in the
future��

So we �rst build the observer component accordingly to the behavioural
restrictions given� This is shown in Figure ��� Thus� we create an observer
component which �lters behaviours other than alternative calls of put and get
�symbolized by a Petri net on the picture��

Producer

put

Consumer

get

getput

failget

failput
behavioural 

restrictions

Observer

Figure ��� Observer for the buer example
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What we call Observation of a component c with its observer obs is inter�
action with the component observedc � c �Iobs�SyncExpr obs where SyncExpr �
ExprSyncA�fc�obsg�Mobs�Mc�Gobs�Gc

is s�t��
SyncExpr � fobs�m with c�m�m �Mobsg � fc�g with obs�g� g � Gobsg
This is shown in Figure ���

Producer

put

Consumer

get

12

getput

failget

failput

failget

failput

put

behavioural 

restrictions

Interaction

Observer

get

failget

failput

old buffernew buffer

?

getput

o

Figure ��� Observation for the buer example

Finally� we test the substitutability of the new buer w�r�t� the old one�
Testing the validation formula on the buer composed with the observer is
su�cient according to our third Result� This is shown in Figure ���

}

Producer

put

Consumer

get

12

1
result
for 2

getput

failget

failput

failget

failput

Verification
Tool

behavioural 

restrictions

Interaction

"is p true?"

result
for

Result for 
substitutability

get

Observer

put

failget

failput

old buffernew buffer

?

getput

o

Figure ��� Substitutability of buers

Please note that the putfail and getfail gates of the two buers are connected
to those of the observer� but we have chosen not to represent the connections on
the picture for clarity reasons� Our validation formula is something like� �put
� implies there exists a path from the current state where we can �re put �
and sometime in the future �re get ���

The result of the application of a veri�cation tool on the observer composed
with� successively� the old and new buer must give the same result� Only then
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can we state that the new buer is a subtype of the old buer with respect
to our observer and our validation formula� and only then can we operate the
substitution�

� Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented in this work an original formal de�nition of subtyping and
substitutability for a component�oriented formalism� The aim was to have a
very general subtype relation� which we could specialize depending on our re�
quirements� by either making it very strong or very weak� and making it depend
from its context of use or not� We have proposed in this paper an example of
such a relation where we force it to compare �strongly� behaviour of compo�
nents of some sub�transition system of these components� and we have called
this specialized subtype relation exterior system subtype relation� One appli�
cation of this it to simplify veri�cation in the sense that� instead of checking a
set of properties of a component� we check this set of properties on the same
component composed with an observer� thus reducing its transition system �its
semantics� and the complexity of the veri�cation�

We are now making a survey of all the existing subtype relations that can be
brought in our framework �such as Liskov
s� for example�� Work is also currently
being conducted on the veri�cation aspect� For instance� we are experimenting
using PVS ��� to try to prove properties on components� We are also working on
properties veri�cation on the CO�OPN formalism �where the general problem
�rst appeared to us�� which basically comes dowm to properties veri�cation on
algebraic nets� We still need to add a subtype module to our tool ���� which
would allow to de�ne and check subtypes for the above formalism�
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